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FOIL Filed on Dana Roth and Harold Richard Issue

In mid June of 2018 a victim of the corrupt Olean Police Department (OPD), specifically one OPD Ryan
Aylor was placed on trial for unlicensed operation of a motor vehicle. Aylor would appear to conspire
with the court clerks office and possibly others, such as ADA Elizabeth Ensell to fabricate
documents that would lead to the victim being stopped and arrested for (1) aggravated unlicensed
operation, and (2) unlicensed operation, and (3) tinted windows. The victims lawyer, Mr. Dan Derose got
two of them dropped right away....
OPD falsely claimed that the victims license was suspended pending prosecution, however the law they
used could not be used because it required specific violations to have occurred which did not occur in this
matter. When that lie failed they
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claimed he voluntary gave up his license, another lie that soon fell apart.
So it goes to trial, the victim shows up and soon after a woman with jet black hair comes in and takes a
seat. The criminal Ryan Aylor does not show up. During the trial she gets on the phone talking to
someone, like she is giving a play-by-play description on what is going on. The last charge is dismissed.
The victim wins the case. The woman appears upset that the last remaining charge was dismissed. Mind
you other hearings were going on, so the court was still proceeding. But as soon as the victim won... she
left.... It appears Ms. jet black in the black dress was there specifically for the victims trial.
Fast forward to the shooting of the pet on June 15, 2018, which if OPD had body cams all the
speculation would have ended right away...

The victim of the criminal Ryan Aylor is following the pet shooting on Facebook. WGRZ out of Buffalo
picks up the story.
This eventually led to an APB being issued against him and his house surrounded by corrupt Cattaraugus
County Deputies and corrupt New York State police to confiscate his guns which as of today has still not
been returned to him. There is no state or federal law that would allow them to do this. This was an attack
on the second amendment and a test case for confiscating YOUR guns here in Cattaraugus County by the
corrupt deep state.
At no time did they call or ask to speak to the victim about surrendering his weapons, a term they use
which the same term an invading army uses against a defeated nation/state. The victim has never shown
any type of violent behavior. The only time he had confronted police is when he stop Jeff Rowley, the
future police chief of Olean New York, from beating a woman, and confronting the drunk and completely
corrupt New York State Police Investigator John Ensell (and his replacement is much worse) at a local
establishment when the drunk and belligerent John was belittling an employee at the location slamming
his empty mug beer on the bar demanding it be fill immediately. The victim stated he knew who John was
and described how John covered-up a tragic accident that had occurred many years earlier, in which a
father, mother, young daughter and her soon to be husband were in an accident that killed the mother and
the soon to be husband and they falsely blamed it on the daughter, claiming she was the driver when it
fact it was her mother and the daughter was in the front passengers seat... The poor father had to send
his life savings to prove his daughter was innocent.
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Further All
point bulletins (APB's) are meant to issue for violent offenders, someone who has just
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committed a armed robbery or a severe assault., which did not occur in this matter. This victim was never
called... notice or anything. This put this man in extreme danger, as well as anyone with him, including his
family member, which includes a minor child. This shows you how corrupt this area is. When you are
eight time more likely to be killed by a cop then you are a terrorist in this country the victim and anyone
traveling with him could have easily been murdered by a trigger happy cop. When you travel in
Cattaraugus County New York you take your life into your own hands.
Back to the main premise of this article: We take notice of the individual who posted the video of the
shooting is attacked by a gal with jet black hair. Her name is Dana Roth.
After reviewing the profile she looked eerily similar to the woman described by the victim at the trial the
day before, so we posted her profile on facebook profile on CatCountyCorruption.com facebook page.
Roth goes on the warpath against the individual who posted the video calming he is a murderer, which he
is not. A lie. Come to find out Roth is related to the individual who posted the video. One thing you don't do
is attack family members in public. You keep it in the family, which she did the exact opposite.

The victim and another witness confirmed it. It was the same woman at the trial just one day prior.
Roth posts on the CatCountyCorruption.com facebook page claiming it is not her. She said go ahead and
FOIL the videos, implying they won't show anything. We will let the viewers be the judge of that.
Roth along with her groupies go on the warpath against attack the thread. Her groupies just post spam
and don't back anything up and one starts threatening a moderator. One is from California and another is
local. The moderator bans the California valley girl and the other threatens the moderator so she is
banned too... Others would appear however they would not engage is such psychotic state of mind so
they remained.

Roth would also make her appearance as a protester/participant at the Olean Library on June 20, 2018 at
which Antifa was present. This gal goes from loving the corrupt government to hating it is one week.
Something is not adding up...
What you will see when you post stories about government corruption in this county is trolls come out of
the wood work. They almost always turn out to be corrupt government employees with fake accounts,
family members or friends, or their business depends on the government regulations or grants to survive.

Another individual comes forward to claim he was a witness, One Harold Richard, who stated he was
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whole time. His description of the event supported the OPD's version (who even refused to make
a statement to WGRZ). For the three full hours. He was so enthralled with the cops chasing around a dog
he did not take one picture or video. The only problem with that story is Harold lives in Wisconsin, he has
only 15 Friends on his profile, and can't afford electricity.
This is what you typically see in a fake profile.
Below are a copy of the FOIL requests. Back in 2016 when ADA Elizabeth Ensell ran over a cerebral palsy
sufferer in a clearly marked crosswalk in Olean and the Olean Police Department covered it up, we
FOILED the incident information and received an answer. It showed Ensell was looking down, like she
was texting when she hit the poor woman and hospitalized her.
If Olean refuses the FOIL they admit they are covering up things they don't what we the people to know,
and in this matter it would be if Harold Richard even exists and getting to the bottom of who Dana Roth
really is.
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